Elpro Quick Design (QD)
We produce solid chassis and cabinets capable of withstanding a great deal of stress in
harsh environments. We do this according to our own production methodology – Quick
Design (QD) – which ensures a solid framework tailored to fit the needs and areas of use.

The QD-frames are very easy to produce and assemble – which gives short production time and ensures fast delivery.
The frames can be tailored according to specifications, making the best possible use of the available space.
The sturdiest chassis on the market
Electrical installations placed in harsh environments, for example aboard ships, where there is a lot of vibrations and
space is limited, require a solid framework that can withstand a great deal of stress over time. Today, Elpro QD is
preferred by a number of customers in several industries, and proudly holds the title of the market’s most solid chassis.
Elpro QD has IP23 as a standard, offering an approved degree of protection. The steel construction is very stable; a single
cabinet is supported on its own, without having to be connected in series to remain stable. The frames can be delivered
with vibration dampening, and painted in the desired color at our state-of-the-art powder coating facility. Powder
coating the frames means the surface is protected by a durable and environmentally friendly coating.
Swift tailoring with Quick Design
All our cabinets are built on the QD design. We tailor the cabinets in 25-millimeter modules and add the equipment you
need, such as cable fasteners or perforated doors for improved air flow. The frame is assembled by us, but can also be
delivered flat-packed, to be easily assembled by one person on-site.
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Applications

Standard dimensions

• switchboard chassis, land and maritime

• width: 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 mm.

• fire stations

• height: 2000 mm.

• PA rack

• depth: 400, 600 and 800 mm.

• UPS
• data rack
• battery rack

Benefits
• robust and stable
• protects electrical and electronic components in industrial environments
• easy customization
• quick assembly

About Elpro
The Elpro Group consists of three well-integrated business units; Solutions, Electro and Installation. Elpro has over 30 years of experience within
the electro technical and electro mechanical sector. A wide spread of clients across our project portfolio has accumulated a lot of problem solving
skills and industry knowledge. Talk to an experienced partner for your next project. Talk to Elpro!
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